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Presentation Notes
Now that dataflex web apps can be implemented in wordpress or other content management systems, I’ve been asked to give a brief overview of how to take your site and optimize it for search engines.



A LITTLE BIT OF BACKGROUND FIRST…



CREATING GOOGLE

• In 1996, a couple of nerds named 
Sergey Brin and Larry Page started 
working on a project to create a search 
engine, which they called BackRub
(later renamed Google)

• They focused on developing a search 
engine that relied on a mathematical 
algorithm to rate the prominence of 
web pages. 
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Just a bit of history…Back in 1996, a couple of nerds named Sergey Brin and Larry Page started working on a project to create a search engine, which they called BackRub (later renamed Google).Search engines were nothing new; the first one was Archie created back in 1990, and there had been more than a few created between then & when Google launched (most notably Yahoo!)What was different about it? They focused on developing a search engine that relied on a mathematical algorithm to rate the prominence of web pages. The number calculated by the algorithm, PageRank. But as you know today, Google is the most widely used search engine. 5 or 6 years after launch, it crept past Yahoo! at the top of the charts and never looked back. The reason for this was the credibility of ranking and the relevance provided. �



THE WORLD WIDE WEB

• In the 90’s, people started to create 
the first websites and they quickly 
realized they could make money off 
of them. 

• They needed a way to direct traffic 
to their site in order for them to 
earn anything. 



THE NEED FOR SEO?...

• As search engines started getting 
used more & more, website owners 
were trying to figure out how to 
make their websites show up in 
their search results.

• Thus, the practice of Search Engine 
Optimization was born! 



WHAT IS SEO?
AND WHY IS SEO NECESSARY FOR YOUR WEB APP OR WEBSITE?



Search engine optimization (SEO) is 
the process of affecting the online 
visibility of a website or page in a web 
search engine's unpaid results—often 
referred to as "natural", "organic", or 
"earned" results.
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-In general, the earlier (or higher ranked on the search results page), and more frequently a website appears in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine's users; these visitors can then be converted into customers.- SEO considers how search engines work, the computer programmed algorithms which dictate search engine behavior, what people search for, the actual search terms or keywords typed into search engines, and which search engines are preferred by their targeted audience.



WHAT DO I MEAN BY 
“PAID” AND “UNPAID”?
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As you can see in this search results page, there are two different types of results. The first is ads; they're located in the top and sometimes in the right hand sidebar. Below the top ads, though, there are organic search results. These are the results deemed by Google to be the most relative, trustworthy, and authoritative websites or web pages on the subject.



WHY IS SEO IMPORTANT?

• Keeps the search results fair
• Users trust search engines
• Cost effective way to drive 

traffic to your site
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-SEO is important because it keeps the search results fair. It reduces the ability to manipulate these results as much as possible, so that the sites appearing for each search are there because they deserve to be there. Hard work and a website that appeals to visitors correlate with high search engine rankings, so if your site meets these criteria, you’ll have a better chance at showing up in the results.-Users trust search engines, and achieving a top spot in search engine rankings signals to searchers that your site is a credible source. The higher you rank in results pages, the more clicks and traffic your site will generate. SEO also improves user experience, making it more likely for customers to become repeat buyers.-And SEO is cost-effective. Competitive industries can spend large amounts of money on paid website traffic. Of course, you can still purchase ad space, but if you’re working with a tight budget, SEO is a great way to drive qualified traffic to your site without directly paying for it.



HOW DOES GOOGLE SEARCH REALLY WORK?



CRAWLING AND INDEXING

• Imagine the World Wide Web as a 
network of stops in a city subway 
system

• Each stop is unique page or other 
file (image, pdf etc.)

• Search engines need a way to crawl 
the “city” and find the “stops” along 
the way

• Links allow the search engines’ 
robots called “crawlers” , “spiders”, 
or “bots” to reach the billions of 
interconnected “stops” on the web



ANSWER MACHINES

• Search engines are really just big 
answer machines

• When a person performs an online 
search, the search engine scours its 
database of billions of documents 
and does two things:

• First it returns relevant results to 
the searcher’s query

• Second it ranks those results 
according to the popularity
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-Search engines are really just answer machines. -When a person performs an online search, the search engine scours its corpus of billions of documents and does two things: -First, it returns only those results that are relevant or useful to the searcher's query; -Second, it ranks those results according to the popularity of the websites serving the information. It is both relevance and popularity that the process of SEO is meant to influence.



HOW DO SEARCH ENGINES DETERMINE 
RELEVANCE AND POPULARITY? 

• Popularity and relevance aren’t 
determined manually

• Instead, the engines employ 
mathematical equations 
(algorithms) to sort the good pages 
from the bad (relevance), and then 
to rank the good pages in order of 
quality (popularity)

• These algorithms often comprise 
hundreds of variables
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-To a search engine, relevance means more than finding a page with the right words. In the early days of the web, search engines didn’t go much further than this simplistic step, and search results were of limited value. Over the years, smart engineers have devised better ways to match results to searchers’ queries. Today, hundreds of factors influence relevance, -Search engines typically assume that the more popular a site, page, or document, the more valuable the information it contains must be. This assumption has proven fairly successful in terms of u-Popularity and relevance aren’t determined manually. Instead, the engines employ mathematical equations (algorithms) to sort the wheat from the chaff (relevance), and then to rank the wheat in order of quality (popularity).-These algorithms often comprise hundreds of variables. In the search marketing field, we refer to them as “ranking factors.”-The basic Google algorithm is used for each search conducted on the site, but it’s personalized by the searcher. For instance, an individual who inputs “buy running shoes” wants very different results from someone who types “cat videos.”The algorithm is adjusted for each search, and can be altered by even the slightest changes to spelling and word order. The results are then given to the user, who can decide which site to visit.



GOOGLE ALGORITHMS

• At the core of Google’s algorithms is 
a simple goal: provide the best 
search experience possible

• Website creators have a lot to keep 
up with when they consider the 200 
ranking factors outlined by Google

• There are some factors which are 
effectively out of our control, such 
as the ages of our sites and domain 
names

• However, many of these ranking 
factors are within our control

Link: https://backlinko.com/google-ranking-factors
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At the core of Google’s algorithm is a simple goal: provide the best user experience possible. Given that Google handles over 2 trillion searches per year (that’s about 40,000 every second), even the smallest changes to their algorithm can have a massive impact on any given site.Website administrators have a lot to keep up with when you consider the 200 ranking factors outlined by Google.There are some factors which are effectively out of our control, such as the ages of our sites and domain names.However, many of these ranking factors are within our control. These are mostly related to unique content, on-page optimization, and choice of links. Essentially, we do have a hand in how Google treats our sites’ search rankings.



https://www.link-assistant.com/news/google-
algorithm-updates.html

GOOGLE ALGORITHMS: 
A BASIC OVERVIEW 
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-Google Panda is an algorithm used to assign a content quality score to webpages and down-rank sites with low-quality, spammy, or thin content.-Google Penguin aims to identify and down-rank sites with unnatural link profiles, deemed to be spamming the search results by using manipulative link tactics.-Google's Pirate Update was designed to prevent sites that have received numerous copyright infringement reports from ranking well in Google search. The majority of sites affected are relatively big and well-known websites that made pirated content (such as movies, music, or books) available to visitors for free, particularly torrent sites. -Google Pigeon dramatically altered the results Google returns for queries in which the searcher's location plays a part. According to Google, Pigeon created closer ties between the local algorithm and the core algorithm, meaning that the same SEO factors are now being used to rank local and non-local Google results. -The layout algorithm – downranks sites with lots of ads on the top of page So what can I do with this information now?



SEARCH ENGINE FRIENDLY DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT



INDEXABLE CONTENT
• Your most important content 

should be in HTML text format.

• Images, Flash files, Java applets, 
and other non-text content are 
often ignored or devalued by search 
engine crawlers, despite advances in 
crawling technology.

• (There is an algorithm now that 
does analyze images and their tags)
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-The easiest way to ensure that the words and phrases you display to your visitors are visible to search engines is to place them in the HTML text on the page. However, more advanced methods are available for those who demand greater formatting or visual display styles:-Provide alt text for images. Assign images in gif, jpg, or png format "alt attributes" in HTML to give search engines a text description of the visual content.-Supplement search boxes with navigation and crawlable links.-Supplement Flash or Java plug-inswith text on the page.-Provide a transcript for video and audio content if the words and phrases used are meant to be indexed by the engines.



CRAWLABLE LINK STRUCTURES

• Common reasons why pages 
may not be reachable:

• Submission forms 

• Links in unparsable JavaScript

• Links in flash, Java, or other 
Web-App plugins

• Links on pages with many 
hundreds or thousands of links
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Just as search engines need to see content in order to list pages in their massive keyword-based indexes, they also need to see links in order to find the content in the first place. A crawlable link structure—one that lets the crawlers browse the pathways of a website—is vital to them finding all of the pages on a website. Submission-required forms- If you require users to complete an online form before accessing certain content, chances are search engines will never see those protected pages. Forms can include a password-protected login or a full-blown survey. In either case, search crawlers generally will not attempt to submit forms, so any content or links that would be accessible via a form are invisible to the engines.Links in unparseable JavaScript- If you use JavaScript for links, you may find that search engines either do not crawl or give very little weight to the links embedded within. Standard HTML links should replace JavaScript (or accompany it) on any page you'd like crawlers to crawl.Links in Flash, Java, and other plug-ins- Although dozens of links could be listed and linked to on the page, no crawler can reach them through the site's link structure, rendering them invisible to the engines and hidden from users' search queries.Links on pages with many hundreds or thousands of links- Search engines will only crawl so many links on a given page. This restriction is necessary to cut down on spam and conserve rankings. Pages with hundreds of links on them are at risk of not getting all of those links crawled and indexed.



KEYWORD USAGE AND TARGETING

• Search engines measure how keywords are 
used on pages to help determine the 
relevance of a particular document to a 
query. 

• One of the best ways to optimize a page's 
ranking is to ensure that the keywords you 
want to rank are prominently used in titles, 
text, and metadata.

• Generally speaking, as you make your 
keywords more specific, you narrow the 
competition for search results, and improve 
your chances of achieving a higher ranking.
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-Keywords dominate how we communicate our search intent and interact with the engines.-As the engines crawl and index the contents of pages around the web, they keep track of those pages in keyword-based indexes rather than storing 25 billion web pages all in one database.-Millions and millions of smaller databases, each centered on a particular keyword term or phrase, allow the engines to retrieve the data they need in a mere fraction of a second.



META TAGS

Meta tags are a proxy for information about a website's content.

Meta Robots 
• Can be used to control search engine 

crawler activity (for all of the major 
engines) on a per-page level.

• index/noindex tells the engines whether 
the page should be crawled and kept in the 
engines' index for retrieval

• follow/nofollow tells the engines whether 
links on the page should be crawled

Meta Description
• A short description of a page's content

• Serves the function of advertising copy, 
drawing readers to your site from the 
results. 

• Can be any length, but search engines 
generally will cut snippets longer than 160 
characters, so it's generally wise to stay 
within in these limits

Presenter
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-Meta tags were originally intended as a proxy for information about a website's content. 



TITLE TAGS

• The title element of a page is meant to be an 
accurate, concise description of a page's 
content. 

• Length matters – only the first 65-75 characters 
of a title tag show in the search results

• Place important keywords close to the front
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-The title element of a page is meant to be an accurate, concise description of a page's content. It is critical to both user experience and search engine optimization.-Search engines display only the first 65-75 characters of a title tag in the search results -This is also the general limit allowed by most social media sites, so sticking to this limit is generally wise. However, if you're targeting multiple keywords (or an especially long keyword phrase), and having them in the title tag is essential to ranking, it may be advisable to go longer.-The closer to the start of the title tag your keywords are, the more helpful they'll be for ranking, and the more likely a user will be to click them in the search results.



<html>
<head>
<title>Stockholder Software</title>
<meta name="keywords" content=“stockholder software, stocks, 

shares, banking, 1099, stock tracking, shareholder">
<meta name="description" content="The Cambridge stockholder 

software gives users the ability to track and control shares, 
stockholders, book entry, and certificates, while being simple to 
use. ">
</head>

<body>
Here is the website body

</body>
</html>





RESOURCES
https://moz.com/blog
https://builtvisible.com/javascript-framework-seo/

https://moz.com/blog
https://builtvisible.com/javascript-framework-seo/


ANY 
QUESTIONS?
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